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CULTURAL EVENTS -   The Sparklers Fest ’24 

    Cultural event  organized by the Commerce Department, ignited the campus with its vibrant 

array of events, showcasing the entrepreneurial spirit  and intellectual prowess of its participants. 

Held on  February 1st, 2nd 3rd and 7th 2024. The event brought together students from  shift 1 

and shit 2  of commerce department to engage in a series of on-stage and off-stage events , 

fostering innovation, teamwork, and knowledge exchange.  

   The seamless execution of both on-stage and off-stage competitions was made possible by the 

dedicated efforts of Miss. Nivedhitha  B  Associate Secretary , Miss. Mariya Rubini R Cultural 

Secretary Shift 1 and Miss. Chitra Devi M  Cultural secretary Shift 2 . To conduct Every 

competition had a team of staff and student in charge. The competitions were evaluated 

by Professors from various departments. Their impartial assessment ensured fairness and 

integrity throughout the event.  Overall the meticulous planning and coordination, they ensured 

that each competition ran smoothly, from registration to final presentations.  

Off-Stage Events (February 1st): 

1. Business Plan individual event totally 8 Participants were participated, the participants 

expressed their future business plans in ppt format  

2. Business Quiz Team event 2 in a team totally 10 teams were participated expertise in the 

realm of commerce and industry, the Business Quiz event literally sparks our students brain.  

3. Potpourri Team event 2 in a team totally 9 teams were participated, a nontechnical event 

always makes it funnier. Participants showcased their talent on their skills.  

On-Stage Events (February 2nd):  

1. Adzap Team event totally 5 teams were participated , Kicking of the on-stage events with flair, 

and bundle of talent were shown through advertising ideas.  

2. Group Dance  Team event totally 7 teams were participated ,Following the electrifying energy 

of Adzap, the Group Dance competition took center stage, with the stage set on fire.  

As per students request Off-Stage Events (February 7th):  

1. Mehendi totally 39 Participants were participated,  the Mehendi competition unfolded off-

stage, with no restrictions on participation count. Participants adorned hands with stunning henna 

patterns with the theme in it.  

2. Best Out of Waste totally 11  

 were participated , Through ingenuity and resourcefulness, participants demonstrated the power 

of creative reuse, promoting environmental consciousness and inspiring others to minimize waste 

through artistic expression. 











 


